FB:FBO June 25, 2010
TO ALL BODIES OF ELDERS
Re: Downloading small quantities of Our Kingdom Ministry from the jw.org
website
Dear Brothers:
As announced in our letter of December 13, 2009, starting with the January
2010 issue, Our Kingdom Ministry in many different languages has progressively
been made available on the jw.org website for downloading and printing locally.
(This is available to the jw.org users to whom the role “Download Our Kingdom Ministry” has been assigned. It is found using the tab “Downloads” under the subheading
“Digital Publications” and using the link to “Our Kingdom Ministry.”) These have
the advantage of being placed on the website a lot earlier than the printed copy is received via the congregation magazine delivery.
If you are currently requesting a single copy or perhaps just a few copies of
Our Kingdom Ministry, we would like to recommend that you make use of this provision to care for your congregation’s needs. This would greatly simplify the printing
and distribution of many small quantities in dozens of languages as well as providing
publishers with their personal copy earlier than at present. (The “Download Our
Kingdom Ministry” role may be assigned to any elder or ministerial servant to whom
the responsibility is assigned.)
If your circumstances allow you to follow this recommendation to download
and print locally, please promptly cancel your congregation’s request using the “Request Periodicals” link on the jw.org website. If it would be too difficult for you to
avail yourselves of this new arrangement however, we are willing to continue supplying the printed copies as previously.
Be assured of our appreciation for your hard work and receive our warm
Christian love and greetings.
Your brothers,

PS to the secretary: This letter should be retained in the congregation file along with
other letters related to the jw.org website.

